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Bitcoiin (www.bitcoiin.com) is excited to announce our cryptocurrency Bitcoiin B2G is now live,

and listed on our crypto-exchange Thorex.net (www.thorex.net). Thorex.net, part of Bitcoiin’s

ecosystem, was designed to implement Bitcoiin’s vision of a fully-independent, autonomous

cryptocurrency.

 

Bitcoiin B2G, which recently closed its successful Initial Coin Offering (ICO) with nearly $250M

in token sales, now arrives on the global cryptocurrency market, well-supported by the

Ethereum blockchain, and capable of being bought, sold, traded and converted to major

alternate cryptocurrencies. Through its relationship with Thorex.net, Bitcoiin B2G can now also

be converted to certain fiat currencies, including USD and Euros.

 

Thorex.net: The global autonomy and anonymity offered by Bitcoiin B2G, implemented

through Thorex.net, now allows investors, buyers, sellers and traders across the globe a fully-

functional cryptocurrency ecosystem. Thorex.net, the trading platform, is now also fully-

functional.

 

Everyone who has played a role in the launch of Bitcoiin B2G, including our development team,

thanks our valued depositors, investors and customers for their trust and patience. Now the

time of opportunity has truly arrived.

 

B2G Wallet: As part of the Bitcoiin B2G ecosystem, we also announce the operation of B2G

Wallet.  B2G Wallet allows the storage of Bitcoiin B2G in a secure soft wallet application.  B2G

Wallet is available through the Thorex.net portal.

 

Dragon Mining: The security of the B2G ecosystem relies on solid technology. Dragon Mining

Technology provides a massively-parallel mining rig configuration, which has been deployed to

implement 24/7 mining. This mining operation provides a secure, credible, transparent

blockchain, continuously updated on 10-15 second refresh cycles. That means quick

confirmation of transactions, so important to traders and purchasers.

http://www.thorex.net/
http://www.bitcoiin.com/


ABOUT BITCOIIN2GEN (B2G)

The inspiration of Bitcoiin 2Gen, is to make a superior or more advanced version of Original Bitcoin: A Peer-to-
Peer Electronic Cash System, was published in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto.

Therefore the next generation of Bitcoin, Bitcoiin 2Gen, proposing a self-sustaining cryptocurrency i.e. B2G , is
the complete coin as it provides at launch its own eco-system, its own wallet, its own mining machines and the
ability to exchange the coin to popular alt coins or FIAT currencies. Bitcoiin 2Gen uses Ethereum blockchain
which is safer and faster blockchain than the Bitcoin’s blockchain. 

Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are revolutionising the $1.8 trillion global payments industry and people around the
world are rethinking the meaning of their money. Moreover, the underlying technology and network that process
Bitcoin transactions, known as blockchain, is transforming industries as varied as finance, banking, healthcare,
farming, logistics, insurance, retail, construction and manufacturing, to name a few.

Bitcoiin 2Gen, will in fact address current issues that are slowing down the Bitcoin eco-system and the limited
opportunity for the enthusiasts to be able to earn by mining either with 1 machine or 1000. The original Bitcoin
has already been exhausted because of its longer transactions time, big transactions fees, less earnings to
miners , outreach from the common people and most important its core system , the blockchain itself.

As per the original Bitcoin, we also strongly believe in complete anonymity, as the whole basis of the original
white paper “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” by Satoshi Nakamoto. Anonymity in
cryptocurrencies is a matter of not just personal privacy, but also Confidentiality.

 

Bitcoiin B2G announces its successful launch, together with a fully-integrated autonomous

trading and purchasing environment, including Bitcoiin B2G, Thorex.net, B2G Wallet, and

Dragon Mining Technology.
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